WHOLESOME HARVEST CSA
W8180 County Road C
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538
Happy Independence Day!!
Remember, all Thursday pick up sites will be picking up on Wednesday, July 3rd for this week only!

Say THANK YOU to an active or retired member of the armed services and their families. All their sacrifices
make this holiday real!! Thank you from Wholesome Harvest!!

Rain, rain, go away! Come again….(in about a week)!

July 2nd/3rd --- Full/Half Shares: Week 3

Over the past two springs and summers, Wisconsinites have had some pretty extreme weather. Who can forget the drought
of 2012. We read so many statistics about that drought including that it was the worst one in the past 50-70 years dating all the way
back to the dust bowl! We remember reading that we would have to get several years of average rainfall to have the watertable catch
back up and get back to its normal level. Well, that’s no longer a problem! The rain is back with a vengeance!
It’s not every year that you have to plan the roads you will take to
the grocery store because some of your usual ones are flooded; or that you
see some homes deserted because they are drowned out; or that you get to
watch a myriad of ducks, swans, and geese all take a swim down the road.
And that was just in the spring. After some weeks with good, average rainfall,
the rain is back for a second round! Checking the National Weather Service
has become a daily, or should I say hourly, habit around here and when we see
forecasts like the one to the right with flash flood warnings blinking at the top of the screen, it dims our spirits.
Unfortunately, we have seen some major problems arise already because of the ginormous amount of rainfall we have
received this year. First, when you receive so much rainfall in so little time, you start to see wash gulleys form paths in the soil.
Because the rain is falling on soaked soil already, it is trying to find a lower, drier part of the field. To get there, it will form the wash
gulleys which are like tiny streams running to find that lower, drier soil. If there are any newly planted veggies in these gulleys’ paths,
they are most likely washed out. Second, we cannot get into the field to plant. When the ground is soaked, it is not a good time to plant
more veggies for later weeks, putting us drastically behind schedule. Third, and the most obvious, many veggies cannot withstand so
much water. Some vegetable plants adapt to being soaked depending on their size, composition, leaf structure, and root structure.
Unfortunately, we have seen a couple of our vegetable plants destroyed by all this moisture because they have become “waterlogged.”
This is a term we use when there is so much water in the soil that plant roots become deprived of
oxygen causing damage to the root, and subsequently, the plant as a whole. This waterlogged condition
has not been more prevalent this season than with our strawberry crop. The first couple of weeks
before the start of the regular shares, they were looking great! Then we got 3 or 4 days of rain, rain,
and more rain. The strawberries became waterlogged and did something we call exploding. If you look
at the picture to the left, exploding strawberries look like some of their juicy, red body has been blown
away. This is such an unfortunate and sad reality of the damage that extreme amounts of water can
have on vegetables/fruit.
In weather conditions like we have had for the past two seasons, the risk aspect of the CSA is prevalent. By participating in a
CSA, the members (you) are supporting a local farm (us) and in return, reaping the harvest. However, there is always risk involved
because sometimes the harvest is not as bountiful as we had hoped. We ask for patience and understanding as we “swim” through
these weather conditions and work hard to bring you a great box full of nutritious, organically grown vegetables for the rest of the
season!!
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What’s in this week’s box???

This is a TENTATIVE list of the veggies you can expect to see in your box
this week. The final list will be on the homepage of our website by Tuesday.
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Cucumbers
Lettuce Mix
Napa Cabbage
Purple Kohlrabi
Red Leaf Lettuce
Red Radishes
Scallions
Zucchini
Summer Squash

Summer Squash
Summer squash is the overarching term for the
many different varieties of squash that are
available around this time of the season. Though
we call this yellow, elongated squash summer
squash, the appropriate name is straightneck
squash. Zucchini is another type of summer
squash but is best known by its usual name.
Summer squash is best stored in the
refrigerator, preferably in a plastic ziploc bag.
Most varieties of summer squash are great in a
stir fry with other veggies (add some meat if you
are a protien lover!).

Purple Kohlrabi
Though different in appearance, this kohlrabi is similar to its greenish, ivory counterpart. Purple
kohlrabi, loved for its appealing skin color, can be found in most places year round. Usually mistaken to
be a root vegetable, the delcious bulb and huge leaves actually grow above ground on a large, thick root.
Like its ivory counterpart, purple kohlrabi can be used in many different recipes including sauteed in a
slaw or pureed as part of a soup.

Red Leaf Lettuce
Red Leaf Lettuce is one of the many types of lettuce that actually used to be considered a weed one or
two thousand years ago! However, once found to contain great amounts of nutrients, red leaf lettuce
became, and still is, a great kind of lettuce for making healthy salads and sandwiches. Known for its
dark red crumply leaves, red leaf lettuce, like most lettuce varieties, is best stored by giving it a nice
cold bath, drying it, and then refrigerating it. Enjoy asap!

Napa Cabbage
Also known by its other name, Chinese Cabbage, napa cabbage has one of the most delicate flavors of all the
cabbage varieties. For those who like a more mild tasting cabbage, this is the cabbage for you! It has a softer
texture that makes it a delcious raw add-in for salads. Though it can be used in other dishes also, be careful
with cooking napa cabbage as it can cause the cabbage to lose some of its nutrients. Steaming is the best
option if you wish to serve this cabbage hot!

Sources: http://www.produceoasis.com/Items_folder/Vegetables/RedLeaf.html
Worlds Healthiest Foods
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RECIPES!!!
Each week we are scavenging Facebook, Pinterest, blogs, books, and cookbooks to find some great recipes that incorporate the veggies in your box
for that week! We also would love to have members share their recipes with us and all the other members!!! If you have a fa vorite recipe, or have
found a recipe you would like to share (can include veggies from this week’s box or not), please email us so we can share with all the members!

Steamed Vegetable Medley
Ingredients:
1 cup thinly sliced carrot
2 cups chopped kale, stems removed
1 medium onion, sliced thick
1 cup cubed zucchini (don’t be afraid to add your other
squash too!)
Mediterranean Dressing
 extra virgin olive oil to taste
 1 medium clove garlic, pressed
 1 TBS fresh lemon juice
 salt and cracked black pepper to taste
 *optional* 1 tsp soy sauce





Method:
1.
2.

3.

Chop onion and press garlic and let sit for 5-10 minutes to
enhance their health-promoting benefits.
Bring lightly salted water to a boil in a steamer with a tight
fitting lid. Add onions, cover, and steam for 3 minutes. Add
kale and carrots and cook for 2 minutes, Add zucchini and
steam for another 3 minutes.
Remove vegetables from steamer and place in bowl. Toss
with dressing ingredients.
**If you want to cook chicken or fish, here's how to do so:
Add sliced chicken breast (3/4" thick) or fish (1" thick) on the
top of the carrots and onions.

Serves: 2.
Found on whfoods.com

Spicy Thai Cucumber Salad
Ingredients:
 4 cups finely chopped Napa cabbage
 1/2 cup chopped scallion
 1 medium tomato, seeds and excess pulp removed
 *Optional* 1/4 cup soaked hijiki seaweed or organic arame; 1
cup chopped cooked chicken breast
Dressing
 1 tsp grated fresh ginger
 2 medium cloves garlic, pressed
 1 TBS rice vinegar or lemon juice
 1 tsp honey
 2 TBS soy sauce
 1/4 tsp dry mustard
 1 TBS extra virgin olive oil
 salt and white pepper to taste
Method:
1. If you opt to include the seaweed, rinse and soak hijiki or
organic arame in 1 cup warm water until softened, about 10
minutes. Drain and squeeze out excess water when ready.
2. While hijiki or arame is soaking, chop cabbage, scallion and
place in a bowl. Cut tomato in half and squeeze out seeds, cut
out pulp, and slice in thin strips.
3. Whisk together dressing ingredients and toss with cabbage,
tomato, and scallion (and hijiki or arame and/or chopped
chicken if so desired).
4. Sprinkle with sesame seeds.
Serves: 4.
Found on whfoods.com
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